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Abstract

From 1993 to 1995, EDF led I&C renovation studies. These studies aimed at identifying the I&C
components which were not able to be kept in operation up to the 3rd ten year outage and to propose adequate
solutions in consequence. Both technical and economic aspects have been dealt with. An Observation Phase
gave the necessary elements for decisions on obsolescence and ageing of equipment. Basic Preliminary Studies
were intended to propose solutions for the replacement of equipment that would not fulfil] the criterion. The
project concluded that the major parts of I&C components were in good working order and a very few of them
needed further studies.

1. THE ORIGIN AND THE GOAL OF THE CONTROL RENOVATION PROJECT

1.1. The origin of the control renovation project

The 900 MW French NPPs will all be 20 years old before 2004. The installed technology is
based either on relays, or on analog components. In the last ten years, a computerized system
dedicated to the aid of the operators was added in the main control room.

For economic reasons, it was decided in the mid 80s to prolong their life. Studies were then
necessary in order to forecast the behaviour of the main components and to decide how to reach this
goal. The I&C was one of these main components.

1.2. The goal of the control renovation project

Preliminary studies had proposed diverse scenarios based on the hypothesis of a modernization
to a great extent. But, at the beginning of 1993, due to economic considerations, the modernization of
I&C was defined as a limited operation called renovation. It had to be done step by step, each step
being done according to a consistent global scheme.

Instead of the modernization of a great part of the I&C, the I&C renovation was defined as the
making of provision against obsolescence and ageing of materials which could possibly not be kept
operating until the 3rd ten year outage. In order for this to be done, each renovation required an
economic and technical analysis. The necessary renovations will have to be done taking advantage of
the 2nd ten year outage.

Up to 1993, the behaviour of the control components was not affected by the ageing, but we
knew nothing about a prolonged life duration. The obsolescence was defined as the vanishing of basic
components on the market or as steady cost increases in the maintenance of a whole system, due to
the lack of ability, for example.

The goal of the project was to give sufficient elements, from technical and economic points of
view, in order to decide which I&C component should be maintained and which one should be
renovated. A target architecture should also be defined with a migration path from the existing I&C.
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2. THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT

This section gives an overview of the project. Each phase is then developed in the following
sections.

2.1. The four phases of the project

The project was divided into 4 phases :

- the specification for the project,
- the Observation Phase.

This phase aimed at giving the elements, technical and economic, in order to decide whether
the component had to be replaced or could be kept operating until the 3rd ten years outage,

- the Basic Preliminary Project.

This phase was led in order to draw up a technical and economic assessment for the
replacement of each considered control component. A global consistent scheme for a stepwise
renovation and a migration plan from the existing to the new control architecture was also to be
defined,

the project synthesis.

The ideal way of working would have been to deal with each phase in sequence. But, due to the
short time devoted to the studies, the Observation and the Basic Preliminary Phases were led in
parallel.

The studies lasted 2 years, from April 1993 until April 1995.

2.2. The organization

Three EDF divisions were involved, the Generation Division, the Engineering and Construction
Division and the Research and Development Division. Many suppliers also participate in this project.

The Project Leader belonged to the Generation Division. He was helped by an Observation
Phase Leader and a Basic Preliminary Project Leader. The first one belonged also to the Generation
Division, considering that this Division operates the units and is thus responsible for the search of
information about time life expectancy of the components. The second one belonged to the
Engineering and Construction Division, according to the traditional missions of the Division.
Each EDF department involved had a correspondent in charge of interfacing his Department and the
Project.

A quality manual was written for the project and all of the three Divisions involved had to write
a manual for their own part according to the project one.
Periodically, review meetings with managers from the 3 Divisions decided on the orientation of the
studies.

2.2.1. Role of the Generation Division

As the operator, the Generation Division was naturally in charge of collecting the feedback on
the components behaviour. For each studied component, a plant was responsible on the national level
for this information collection. The plants were also involved in the evaluation of the likely life
duration for the component.
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The national engineering offices had to filter the demands of functional evolution, which also
encompassed the safety ones, in order to enlighten the necessary ones. They also helped in giving
specifications for the evolution of the main control room.

2.2.2. Role of the Engineering and Construction Division

The Engineering and Construction Division was in charge :

- from a global point of view, of the definition of the goal for the control architecture, including
the main control room, of the safety requirements, of the migration path definition,

- or each component, of the drawing up of a technical and economic assessment for its
replacement,

- of the specification of the services evolution, for example power supply, space, air
conditioning.

2.2.3. Role of the Research and Development Division

The Research and Development Division took part in :

- the expertise of the components and the assessment of its ageing, during the Observation Phase,
the evaluation of off-the-shelf products for computerized supervision.

2.2.4. Role of the suppliers

The suppliers were asked about:

the possibilities of obsolescence or maintenance, with the associated costs during the
Observation Phase,

- the technical and economic aspects for the renovation of their materials during the Basic
Preliminary Studies.

2.2.5. Role of the Safety Authorities

A presentation was made to the Safety Authorities at the very beginning of the project. The
overall conclusions were presented to them at the end of it.

3. THE SPECIFICATION FOR THE PROJECT

The specification for the project was the preliminary phase of the project. It lasted about 6
months, from April until September 1993. This phase has to be carefully led because the project was
thoroughly dependent on it. All of the three EDF Divisions were involved.

A specification document was written by the Project Leader and addressed to all of the three
EDF Divisions involved. It deals with the limits of the project, its organization, and the 4 phases of
the project.

The limits of the renovation were stated in the following ways, starting from the major one :

- the renovation studies were limited to the components which could not be kept operating until
the 3 rd ten years outage, from economic or technical points of view,
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- the original safety principles were kept. There was no general updating according to the new
safety rules,

- Only specific points could lead to an enhancement of the systems,

- gains in production were to be looked for, taking into account that the functional modifications
should be as limited as possible.

Some of the major constraints for the carrying out of the project were that:

the outages should not be too prolonged due to the renovation operations,

- all of the 34 units involved should have been renovated in a reasonable short time period,

- the main control room should remain consistent depending on the renovations,

- instrumentation, cables and relays racks should be kept,

a traditional control room should be kept.

The other on going projects which could be impacted or could impact the renovation one were
listed and contacts were taken. Some of these projects were "Safety Reassessment", "Fire Protection
Plan Reassessment", "Status of the Operators Computerized Aids".

4. THE OBSERVATION PHASE

4.1. Goal and limits

The Observation Phase aimed at giving the elements, technical and economic, in order to
decide whether the component had to be replaced or could be kept operating until the 3rd ten years
outage. These elements included dependability, safety and maintenance costs. Common services
equipment such as air conditioning, power supply, cables ways or simply space in electrical rooms
were to be studied too if necessary. The systems which could be renovated and which needed to be
studied were:

the analogue part of the protection system,
- the analogue part of the control of the NSSS,
- the analogue part of the control of other systems,
- the temperature measurements treatment system,
- the turbine governing and protection system,
- the alarm processing,
- the full length rod control system,
- the nuclear instrumentation system,
- the computerized supervision system,
- the electromagnetic relays.

All of these systems could not be replaced during a short outage.

4.2. Equipment studies

All of the 900 MW plants were involved. They had to sum up the information and send it to the
national coordinators. Each system had to be studied in the following way:
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Global behaviour of the system. All available elements about the failure rate, the loss of
production, the impacts on safety, the estimated maintenance costs had to be gathered,

- Visual examination. At first phenomena to be examined had to be defined. This examination
was performed on site, at times by experts from the Research and Development Division,

Difficulties met within the plants. This topic dealt with the documentation, the training and the
capability of the EDF agents,

Status of the stocks of the spare parts. The stocktake was done for the plants under three
headings : number of equipment installed, number of scrapped parts, volume of stock. In
addition, a strategy was defined in case of an accidental ruin (fire for example),

Support from the suppliers. The inventory of the means and performance of the suppliers, the
possibility for the supplier to support his equipment until the 3rd ten years outage and the likely
amount of expenses were investigated,

- Sensitivity of the equipment to the obsolescence of components. Based on known or estimated
obsolescence, installed quantity and failure rate, this analysis aimed at proposing solutions for
the identified critical cases,

Study for the anticipation of component ageing. This study aimed at forecasting maintenance
needs and costs,

- Inventory of functional modifications. Two kinds of modifications were made out: the ones
which were to be done whether the renovation would be made or not, the ones requiring
rationale and feasibility studies,

- Identification of the equipment margins in order to integrate modifications. Partial
replacements inside cabinets, adding of boards in existing technology or digitalized were
studied,

- Maintaining the existing qualification. If only parts of equipment were replaced, for instance
boards or racks, the existing qualification would have to be maintained. This action intended to
verify this feasibility. Economic and technical aspects had to be covered,

- Technical synthesis. The possible keeping of the equipment had to be stated from a technical
point of view,

Economic synthesis. The trends of maintenance costs until the 3rd ten years outage had to be
assessed.

4.3. Global studies

In addition to dedicated equipment studies, global studies concerning margins within the
rooms, the air conditioning, the electric power supply and the cableways were launched. Ageing
studies were also launched for some components like capacitors, connectors.

4.4. Information exchanges

Exchanges with NPP, Tihanges in Belgium, Zion and A.N.O. in USA, Beznau in Switzerland,
which had modernized I&C were made.
International organizations, INPO, WANO, EPRI,..., were also contacted.
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5. THE BASIC PRELIMINARY PROJECT

The Basic Preliminary Project was led in order to draw up a technical and economic assessment
for the replacement of each considered control component, including the safety aspect. A global
consistent scheme for a stepwise renovation and a migration plan from the existing to the new control
architecture was also to be defined. This phase had to end with:

- bid specifications for the replacement of each component,

- the description of a global consistent scheme to be targeted at the end of the renovation, that
could be reached some years after the beginning,

- the assessment of commercial products, controllers, supervision.

The list of systems to be studied was that given in Section 4.1 but for the electromagnetic relays.

5.1. Hypothesis and constraints

The hypotheses are given in Section 3. Some general constraints were defined:

- the works had not to increase the duration of outages, short or long,

- for one unit, the scheduling had to be done lasting one or several outages, taking advantage of
long outage,

- some systems had to remain available during the works,

- a 10 month validation between the first renovated unit and the second had to be respected,

- the principle of standardized plants had to be kept.

Complementary constraints were defined for each plant (a plant encompasses from 2 to 6 units):

- only one technical solution should be installed,

- the renovation had to be generalized as quickly as possible for all the units of one plant,

- renovation could be different according to the standard of the plant,

- renovation had to be grouped in lots.

The Generation Division defined also specifications:

from the feedback experience,
- for the use and the integration of the computerized aids for the operators,

- for the arrangement of the main control room.

5.2. Study contents

The studies encompassed:

a detailed description of each existing system,

- the definition of the safety level to be reached for each system,
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- the definition of the target architecture,

- the definition of the migration path from the existing I&C to this architecture,

- the assessment of the commercial products, controllers, supervision systems or integrated
packages,

the study of renovation for each system,

the study of consequences on the main control room,

- a global study about installation,

the writing of preliminary bid specifications for each system to be replaced.

The definition of the target architecture dealt with:

- the characteristics of the data acquisition (separation between classified and non classified data,
time-stamping, etc.),

- the interfaces between systems (hardwired, networks),

- the human-machine interface,

the acquisition and processing of alarms, including the displays hierarchy,

the electrical power supply,

the configuration and the management of the computerized equipment,

- the definition of the security for computerized systems against malevolence,

- the qualification rules for EMC.

The proposed solution had to be validated before being implemented in units, for example by
testing in simulators. Complementary studies about documentation updating, operators training,
simulators updating were planned to be led.

6. THE CONCLUSIONS OF THE PROJECT

6.1. Preliminary conclusions

As indicated above, the renovation studies were planned to last 2 years. But, after one year, the
preliminary results of the Observation Phase allowed to foretell that most of the systems could be
maintained until the 3rd ten years outage. As a consequence, the studies were then limited to the
systems which required farther studies. The following sections give the final conclusions of the
Project.

6.2. Most systems could be kept until the 3rd ten years outage

The conclusions of the Observation Phase showed that, for most of the systems:

- maintenance costs were low and seemed to be under control for the next years,
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- the failure rate was low and would likely not increase too much,

- equipment, with exceptions, was not aged,

- obsolescence could be kept under control with the support of the suppliers,

- EDF maintenance agents were well trained and able,

the equipment original qualification, particularly against earthquake, was still valid,

- possible evolutions were limited but sufficient in order to cope with the functional
modifications which were approved.

Taking into account the examination of the risks, including accidental ruin, most of the existing
systems could be kept until the 3rd ten years outage.

6.3. Some systems will have to be renovated

Some systems will have to be renovated:

- the volume of the systems acquiring and processing the alarm will have to be increased,

- the steam generator water level control will have to be enhanced in order to reduce the trip rate,

the analogue part of the protection system of the oldest plants appeared too aged and will have
to be replaced. The chosen solution consists in installing equipment similar to that operating in
the more recent 900 MW NPPs, that is analogue equipment.

6.4. Relationships with the suppliers

The systems conservation will go on based on partner-like relationships with the suppliers
within the framework of long term maintenance contracts.

6.5. Action plan

Necessary actions to ensure the keeping of non renovated systems until the 3 rd ten years outage
have been defined. They consist of:

- The survey of components obsolescence. Everlastingness clauses are to be written in contracts.
In addition, EDF will build up a multi-divisions organization in order to deal with this problem,

- The survey of components ageing. Some basic components have shown a life duration shorter
than 30 years and have to be closely surveyed. The temperature within the cabinets and within
the rooms has to be surveyed too,

- The spare parts stocks management has to be improved. Detailed analysis has to be done in
order to identify the forecasted lack of components,

- The analysis of the suppliers' health. Investigations into the suppliers' financial status will have
to be conducted. The possibilities of transferring the design and making files of the systems
will have to be examined.
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